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Message from the

Head of School

W

hat a difference a year makes! To get my (not-so-creative) juices flowing, I decided to
review my introductory piece from last year’s Compass. In it, I reflected on how the year
2020 would keep us all moving forward with a strong vision and sense of purpose and

accomplishment. My parting line was; “I see great things coming our way and am thankful for 2020.”
While I will admit that did make me shake my head a bit (picture the emoji whose hand is
smacking her forehead), it is interesting that the line, which I had completely forgotten about, has
been a guiding light as we have navigated this pandemic.

At the time of this writing, we are at the one year mark. One year since the pandemic altered our everyday lives, from shopping and
dining to increased hygiene and masks. One year since we have had the luxury of spending time with family and friends without restrictions.
One year since Zoom became a household name and rolls of toilet paper and cleaning supplies became hot commodities.
While I could easily rattle off the ways life has gotten harder, my mind simply does not work that way. Nearly all of the challenges
we have encountered in the past year have a positive side; I call these pandemic positives. Admittedly, there are a few for which I cannot
prescribe a positive angle; but to preserve the theme of this piece, I will avoid those!
While distance learning in the spring was no small feat, we had yet to encounter the biggest challenge which presented itself over the
summer. We had many unanswered questions: once the school opened up again, how would it look and how would it feel? How would the
new guidelines impact our day-to-day functioning and the relationships with our students and families? Would these procedures interfere
with our students’ ability to access their education? What impact might this all have on enrollment and staffing?
Our dedicated re-opening committee worked tirelessly over the summer to create a comprehensive re-opening plan. We researched, we
collaborated, we revised. We made informational videos and published our plan that outlined all of the ins and outs of what school would be
like this fall. And then the phone started ringing. And ringing. Our enrollment exploded and we soon found ourselves at the (delayed) start of
the school year; it was time to implement our plan and learn how our students and families would respond.
To put it simply: our students and families are amazing. They quickly adapted to our new processes and procedures. Drop-off and pickup are seamless. Health screenings at our two points of entry are efficient. Classrooms have been rearranged to space students safely apart.
We stream our weekly celebration of Mass from our school chapel every Wednesday and offer Adoration monthly. Our physical education
classes have transitioned to outdoors. Our kitchen is serving up nearly 200 breakfasts and lunches each day, feeding our hungry students
at no cost to our families. We have modified our sports and music programs and have worked hard to safely bring both to our athletes and
musicians. We have welcomed a part-time nurse to our staff, who has been a tremendous resource for our school community. We release daily
communication (with photos!) to our families, working to provide a peek into the daily activities of our students.
Above all, our students are thriving. They’re learning, they’re growing, they’re socializing, they’re connecting. Offering five days a week
of in-person instruction has paved the way for our students’ success. We are confident that our students will complete this year spiritually
and academically strong; we are certain they will be prepared for future learning, having received a full year’s worth of our challenging and
engaging curriculum.
Is school different? Yes, without a doubt. However, we have the most important components of our school here everyday: students in
seats, teachers in classrooms, and Jesus in the chapel. While much has changed, what really matters has remained the same. It just looks a
little different.

God bless,

Carrie Wilson
Head of School

Bishop Marshall School
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NEW FACES AT BJAMS

It is always a pleasure to welcome new faces
to BJAMS, whether that be new students, new
families, or new members of our staff. Our BJAMS
family is always growing!

MARK STEIN
Mark’s passion for working with children began when he was still a child, performing as a magician
at birthday parties, teaching magic and performing arts at a local youth center, and eventually
working with the Special Olympics in elementary and middle school. After attending The Jewish
Theological Seminary for two years and then graduating from Columbia University in 1991 with a
Bachelor’s in Philosophy, Mark went on to earn a Master’s Degree in Early Childhood and Elementary
Education from the Bank Street School of Education in 1999. Since moving to Vermont in 2009,
Mark has worked as a lead teacher and Academic Interventionist in public and private schools
around the state. Mark is also an accomplished performer and performing arts instructor, and
a Vermont Council on the Arts Teaching Artist. Mark was an improv comedian with the Vermont
Comedy Club, and continues to perform as a storyteller at events around Vermont. Mark lives in
Burlington with his wife Hyon Joo Yoo, a film studies professor at UVM. When he isn’t working,
Mark enjoys spending time in the woods, and making props, toys, masks and magic tricks in his
workshop at home. Mark is absolutely thrilled to join the team at BJAMS!

CINDY NUTTER
Mrs. Nutter joins us as our new Upper School Math Teacher. Cindy began her teaching career in
Maryland as a high school math and science teacher, before moving with her family to Indonesia,
and then Hong Kong, where she taught middle school math. In 1995, she moved to Stowe with her
six children and her seventh child was born right here in Morrisville. After 5 years in Stowe running
a family daycare center, she taught in New York City, Egypt, India, and South Africa, continuing
to enjoy the incredible summers in Vermont. In March 2020 as the COVID-19 pandemic began,
she was on spring break from teaching high school and middle school science in Dubai, when the
country closed down and she could not return abroad. She completed the final months of the year
teaching her students remotely between the hours of 12:30 am and 7 am! Cindy is excited to finally
be back in Lamoille County permanently and looks forward to many new adventures working with
the students at BJAMS in the coming years.

LISA BROWN
Lisa grew up in the Northeast Kingdom of Vermont and currently resides in Hyde Park with her
husband, Kris, and three children: Ethan, 19; Sylvie, 16; and Noah, current BJAMS 7th grader. Lisa
was blessed to be able to stay home with her children when they were young and was actively
involved in their elementary school years at Hyde Park Elementary volunteering for many different
school activities and then eventually working full-time in the school as an interventionist. In
2017, they made the decision to enroll Noah at BJAMS and instantly Lisa knew this is what school
should feel like and that one day she’d like to be a part of it! When Mrs. Beth Piper announced
her retirement last spring as BJAMS Kindergarten teacher since 2004, we knew Lisa would be a
great fit for the school.
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JESSICA TITCOMB
Jessica, Head Teacher for our newest classroom, our Pre-K 3, is originally from Pennsylvania, where
she grew up with her parents and two sisters. She studied Sociology, Psychology, and Religious
Studies at Saint Vincent College while working at preschools part time. In 2009, she and her new
husband moved to Vermont to begin their family and new life together. In addition, she completed
her Masters of Education at Champlain College and obtained her Montessori 3-6 diploma from
the North American Montessori Center. In 2016, she opened The Barn School in Westford with
a business partner. Jessica stays busy with her four kids who all attend Bishop Marshall School,
two cats, and her lovely porch garden! She enjoys baking soft pretzels, watercolor painting, and
spending time at her lake house in New York.

BROOKE WRIGHT
Mrs. Wright is definitely not a new face at BJAMS! We have seen her familiar smiling face in the
halls for the last thirteen years! When Mrs. Wright’s oldest child, Sam, started 4th grade here at
BJAMS, she became our choral music teacher leading our Pre-K through 8th grade students in
many Spring and Christmas Concerts! This year, Mrs. Wright wanted a new adventure (because
raising her 7 kids ranging in ages from 4 to 22 in a pandemic isn’t enough!) and became the
assistant teacher in our brand-new Pre-K 3-year-old classroom. Mrs. Wright’s gentle, calm, and
warm demeanor is the perfect match for our energetic 3 year olds! We are so happy to have Mrs.
Wright here every day of the week now!

CHRIS YATES
Christine Yates is an LPN of 30 years. Born to Morrisville parents by way of California, she obtained
her nursing education via the Army, and has a wide range of interests including but not limited to
camping, hiking, gardening, kayaking, snowshoeing, cross-country skiing, foraging, and putting
her formal skills to use making therapeutic balms & oils for Cricket & Bean Apothecary. She is
a mom of 3, grand-mom to 5, and spends most afternoons arguing with her chickens and cats.
Nurse Yates has been an invaluable addition to our staff this year answering a myriad of questions
ranging from skinned knees to of course, all things COVID.

Bishop Marshall School
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ANNUAL
GIVING
2019 - 2020 School Year

E

very dollar donated to the Bishop John A. Marshall School Annual Fund goes toward continuing our
mission of the school: to educate children of all faiths to achieve academic excellence and challenge

them to fully develop their God-given talents. Your donation during our fiscal year 2019-2020 mattered greatly
no matter the size. When you make a donation to our school, you help make BJAMS affordable to all as well
as help purchase new books, new equipment and materials for our programs, professional development for
our teachers, and new technology to help enhance instruction. We cannot do this without your support. Thank
you for your donation during the 2019-2020 fiscal year.
2019 - 2020 Giving
PATRON SOCIETY
Gifts of $10,000 or more

Anonymous
Howard Manosh
Ira and Dr. Katherine Marvin^
David and Debbie Schoop

TRUSTEE SOCIETY
Gifts of $5,000 - $9,999

Barry and Kelly Lyden

HEAD OF SCHOOL SOCIETY
Gifts of $2,500 - $4,999

Anonymous

LEADERSHIP SOCIETY
Gifts of $1,000 - $2,499

Sharon Bateman
Winston Dezaine
Jim and Darla Dietz
Francis Favreau
Thomas C. Kehler
Marilyn Larkin
Jeff and Paulette Lund
Jim and Jaqueline Mathias
National Life Group
Gregg Sargent
Beverly Shepard
Paul and Carla Wolters

BISHOP MARSHALL
SCHOOL SOCIETY
Gifts of $500 - $999

Simone Cormier
Dr. Harry Mahood
Michael and Dr. Mirjam
McCormack
Dean and Anne Salvas
Justin and Stephanie Wicks ^**
Carrie and Jerry Wilson **

BENEFACTOR CLUB
Gifts of $250 - $499

Anonymous
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Deacon David and Joan Bisson
Nacklie and Tanya Bounacklie
Mark and Patty Brown
June Charbonneau
Deacon Tom and Connie Cooney
John des Groseilliers
Grandview Farms
Drs. Clea and Richard James
Virginia Jones
Andy Kehler and Victoria Von
Hessert
Ken and Cheryl McEwan
George and Patricia Nemith
John and Jahna Nordenson
Shane and Jessica
Semprebon ^**

EAGLE CLUB
Gifts of $100 - $249

Peter Anderson
Anonymous
Chris Bartlett and Elise Limoge
Clayton Beck
Roland Beliveau
Kenneth and Lilli Biedermann
Claude and Joan Boucher
Richard Brochu
Michael and Rosemary Bubnis
John and Madeleine Carleton
Hans and Terry Carstensen
Catholic Daughters of America
Catholic Financial Life
Mike and Barb Curran
Tad and Maura Davis
Shannon Escalante
G. W. Tatro Construction, Inc.
Mary Gentle
Alec and Lee Genung
Alexandra Heller
John and Cathy Hirce
Dennis and Karen Jaquish
American Legion, Johnson Post #46

Larry LaClair III and Diane
Marcoux LaClair
Fr. Emmanuel and Anjeza
Lemelson
Dr. Albert and Danuta Lloyd
Jocelyn and Jonathan Lussier
George and Lois Mahan
Denise Marcoux
David Marvin
Diane McCarthy
Arthur Mercier
Lucia Murphy
Eric and Jennifer Nordenson **
Thomas O’Brien
Ben and Nakysha Olsen
Drs. Ed and Sue Olsen ^
Elisabeth Ortiz
Robert Parent
Gary Poff
Bob Quinn
Arthur and Susanne Renaud
Peg Rowe
Manufacturing Solutions, Inc.
Fr. Jon Schnobrich ^
Sterling Mountain Solar
William and Sandra Tingman

BURGUNDY AND GOLD CLUB
Gifts up to $99

Alice Adams
Thomas and Wendy Anderson
Senta Augsberger
Hassan Ayoub
Deelan Bent
Katherine Black
Jameson Brosseau
Kris and Lisa Brown
Maurice and Barbara Brown
Peter Close **
Jim and Kate Curran **
Meredith, Lila, and Ramsey Davis
Ryder Donati

John and Nicole Fisher **
Bob and Laurie Flaherty
Rob and Heather Gentle **
Aubriana Germaine
Matthew and Janelle Germaine
Edmund and Susan Gilbert
Crystal Greene **
Jade Griggs
Rosalee Howell
K.Z.C.
Connor LaClair
Michael and Jennifer Lowell
Laurie and Claude Marcoux **
Shirley Mason
Dr. Joseph and Cara McLaughlin
Michaeline Miksiewicz
Kristie Morrison **
Denise Myers **
Jason and Stephanie Nichols **
North Wolcott Country Store
Melissa Pflug
Arnie and Beth Piper **
Randy and Dr. Cindy Pratt
Susan Randall
Mike and Julie Rapoport **
Edward Redican
Lucille Sanville
Hannah and Matt Schoop
Donald and Anne Shackett
Dewitt and Merle Shank
Jay and Erica Silveira **
Mary Skelton
Brian and Michelle Tomlinson **
Megan and Tyler Thomas
John and Jeannette VanBlarcom
Brandon and Emily Weaver
Margo Welch
Judy Womack
Jada Wood
Joe and Brooke Wright ^**
Andrew and Tese Ziminsky **

Thank you
for making
it all
possible!
Memorial & Honorary Giving
IN MEMORY OF PATRICIA BROSSEAU
A.Nadeau and Company, Inc.
Jack F. Corse, Inc.

IN MEMORY OF LORRAINE BAILEY
Anonymous

IN MEMORY OF JOHN MONETTE
Jack Wilkens
Frederick Wells

IN MEMORY OF BISHOP
KENNETH A. ANGELL
Mary McClintock

IN MEMORY OF KEVIN ZEBROWSKI
Kenneth and Maureen Zebrowski

IN HONOR OF HOWARD MANOSH
Union Bank

IN HONOR OF FR. DAN JORDAN’S 20TH
ANNIVERSARY OF ORDINATION
Gill Coates

Additional Giving
IN-KIND GIVING
Nichole Loati, Great Big Graphics
Richard Lowe, Green Mountain Landscaping
H. A. Manosh Corporation
Manosh Properties

**2019-20 Faculty or Staff
^2019-20 Board of Trustees
This annual review recognizes gifts received between July 1, 2019 and June 30,
2020. Bishop Marshall School has made every effort to ensure the information here
is accurate and complete. However, if you contributed a gift-in-kind or memorial/
honorary gift or to the Annual Fund, but your name has been omitted, misspelled,
listed under an incorrect heading, or you wish to remain anonymous in the future,
please contact the school at 802-888-4758 x232 or email info@bjams.org.

Thank you to those who donated in-kind
gifts or sponsorships to our Arts BASH
2020 and 2020 Golf Tournament.
BASH 2020
Ambient Photography
Teague Barnett
Robert Beattie
Allyson Biodo
Joanna Bisceglio
Alice Bowman
Jonathan Brosseau
Cellars at Jasper Hill Farms
Montshire Museum
Claussen’s Greenhouse and
Florist
Trevor Corp
Rusty Dewees
Elaine Diamond
Hawthorne Meadow Farmstead
Echo Aquarium
Ferro Jewelers
Elmore Roots Nursery
Kieteri Gomez
Harrison’s
Haymaker Cards and Gifts
Alexandra Heller
Jennifer Hubbard
Laughing Moon Chocolates
Hello Hue Studio
Jill Madden
Keith Mailhotte
Diane McCarthy
Carolyn Mecklosky
Elmore Mountain Farm
Smuggler’s Notch
Elisabeth Miller
Muddy Waters Pottery
RockArt Brewery
Juliet O’Neil
Kevin Ruelle
Marcie Scudder
Steve Sharon
Kent Shaw
Sisler Builders
Soap Kettle Creations
Stowe Seafood
Sebastian Sweatman
Uncle George’s Flowers
Molly Wilson
Harvesting Vitality
Jon Young
Ziemke Glass Blowing
Madeleine Ziminsky

2020 GOLF TOURNAMENT
Bike Lamoille
William Buczek
Calmont Beverage
Copley Country Club
Drew LaFrenz, Vermont Soccer
School
Elevate Movement
Vinny Faracci
Max Gentle
Hannaford’s
Harvest Market
Paddle North
Piecasso
Salon Rouelle
Ski Essentials
Susanna’s Catering
The Matterhorn
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Finding
Pandemic Positives
A Collection Of Reflections & Insights
From The Past Year at BJAMS

Search
Head-Side-Mask
plus
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A year ago as I write this, coronavirus was just

beginning to impact our daily lives. Cases were beginning
to pop up closer and closer to home and the spread was
inevitable, but still many of us thought it was just a bad
flu and it would pass as the snow melted and the weather
warmed. We had no idea how our lives were about to
drastically change and that we were only just at the
beginning of a yearlong pandemic.  

the country were shutting down for the remainder of the year.
Surely, this wouldn’t happen in Vermont. Case numbers were so low.
However, on March 26th, we received the devastating news from
Governor Scott that school would remain closed until further notice,
perhaps for the remainder of the school year.  

As the school returned from February break in early March, we

Our stomachs dropped. We cried. We grieved. Bishop Marshall

began to brace ourselves. Rumors began circulating about actions

School is family. How were we supposed to do what we do best for

people were taking both nationally and internationally. Cities across

the next 3 months without ever setting foot inside a classroom? How

the country were beginning to shut down. It was only a matter of time

were kids going to learn? How were teachers going to teach? How

before COVID-19 hit our little state. We began to prepare before the

were kids going to interact and grow not only academically, but

inevitable happened. How would we continue to teach our students

socially and emotionally too? There’s so much more that happens

if we had to shut down temporarily? Mrs. Wilson, Mrs. Rapoport,

in a classroom than just learning how to read, write, and add and

our Upper School Division Head, and I began to plan. We held

subtract. There’s so much more that happens once a teacher or a

emergency meetings with our staff and faculty. Google Classrooms

student walks inside the front doors of the school. But this is how

were created. Teachers prepared their students and made sure they

BJAMS is different. We would find a way to carry on and still be

knew how to log on to Google Classroom

a family, a community. We would rise up to

and submit work. On Friday, March 13th,

make this work.  

we sent each family home with information

Teachers

found

creative

ways

to

on what would happen should we receive

continue to teach and deliver their lessons

the directive to temporarily close the

whether it was math, science, literacy, art,

school. We knew then it was only a matter

music, PE, or French. They went above and

of time. Sure enough, on Sunday evening,

beyond to reach out and connect with their

March 15th, Governor Scott announced that

students whether through Google Chat, a

all schools in Vermont should temporarily

private Zoom session or FaceTime, or even a

dismiss to help slow the spread of the virus.  

distanced meet up to deliver a lunch!  

The next day, we welcomed students back into school to make

We continued to do what we do every day at school - it just

final preparations for our dismissal and on the afternoon of St.

looked a bit different. On Tuesday and Friday mornings, instead of

Patrick’s Day, we said good-bye to our students and our coworkers

meeting in the multipurpose room for our whole school assembly, we

for what we thought would just be a short time. I still remember

met using Zoom and we learned a lot about Mrs. Wilson’s fondness for

the feeling of dismissal that day. It wasn’t the normal, joyful “See

the animal world, what children wear while at home, and what they

you next week!”. It was somber and dark. No one knew what the

eat for breakfast! We couldn’t have Mass so Fr. Schnobrich visited

next two weeks would hold, but we held our heads high and we said,

us during some of our morning assemblies or posted heartfelt video

“We’ll see you soon!”. If only we knew then what was coming.  

messages about the Gospel. I recorded myself reading children’s

We were able to launch into distance learning right away that

books and posted them on social media so that students could still

same week since we were so prepared. Teachers began teaching

see Mrs. Nordenson, their Vice Principal. It wasn’t normal, but it

virtually on Thursday right where they left off on Tuesday. There was

slowly became normal. While we ached for the day we could all be

no lapse in lessons. We just kept plugging away. It was a steep learning

together again, we knew we were still a family. As Mrs. Wilson stated

curve for everyone - parents, students, and teachers. Parents weren’t

at one of our first virtual morning assemblies, we are more than just

trained to be teachers, and students and teachers were accustomed

a building, we are a family, a community.

to learning and teaching in person. Everyone quickly learned the ins
and outs of Google Classroom and we all learned how to Zoom.  
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surrounding states were increasing, not decreasing. Schools around
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As the school year came to a close and our students and teachers
shut down their computers for a well-deserved summer break, we
knew we needed to start thinking about the upcoming school year.
We were now almost four solid months into a worldwide pandemic,
and we knew it wasn’t going away anytime soon.  
Our BJAMS Reopening Committee made up of teachers,

ADMISSIONS IN THE PANDEMIC

D

espite the report the National Catholic Education
Association released in February 2021 citing the sharpest

decline in enrollment they’ve seen in 50 years, Catholic schools
are still beating COVID-19.

administrators, board members, and staff worked throughout the

This summer, parents, tired of having their children in front

summer to come up with a comprehensive plan that would ensure

of a screen and struggling to teach them on their own, wanted

the safety of all our students and staff, following the guidelines set

to get their children back into the classroom. At the end of July,

forth by the Vermont Department of Health and Agency of Education.

we published our BJAMS Reopening Guide for Parents detailing

We were committed to providing in-person and continuous learning

exactly how we would respond to new protocols and routines

five days a week. We welcomed our students back on September 8th

such as pick-up and drop-off, visitors in the building, physical

(coincidentally, that was 175 days after the last time we had seen

distancing, meals, and illnesses. This communication was weeks

them on March 17th - the length of an entire school year).  

ahead of our local public school counterparts and by the end of

We were all a bit nervous at first. How would kids keep their

the first week in August, our phone and inboxes were blowing up

masks on all day? How would teachers teach and sanitize frequently

with admissions inquiries. Parents were hungry for information

while keeping Johnnie and Susie 6 feet apart at all times? What about

about their child’s schooling. They wanted them in-person. They

recess and lunch, and art and PE? What about parent communication

wanted to know they would be safe. We had no idea returning

when parents were no longer allowed to come into the building?

to in-person learning during a pandemic was the answer to our

It all fell into place. We crafted logical and seamless arrival and

prayers to increase enrollment.

dismissal routines and established a Daily Newsletter that would

On our first day of school we welcomed 64 new students in

keep parents informed on a daily basis of what their children are

Pre-K3 through 8th grade! We had never seen anything like this

doing each day in the classroom. Teachers created outdoor classroom

before! Some classes nearly doubled in size. Many wondered

spaces and take their students outside as much as possible, whether

how we could welcome so many new students and still maintain

it is for a mask break, to eat snack, or to complete a lesson.  

the quality education that we are known for in combination

Each day we open the school doors is a blessing, a bonus day.

with all of the new COVID-19 restrictions. Our reopening plan

As positive COVID cases pop up around us occasionally, we hold our

was comprehensive and sound. It was reviewed by a medical

breath waiting for our first case within the school that would force

practitioner to ensure its effectiveness at keeping everyone safe

us to shut down. Families take our safety measures seriously and

and healthy. While we did decrease maximum classroom capacity

make sacrifices to follow the state’s strict guidelines to prevent the

up to 15% to help us make more accommodations, our ability

spread of the virus. Parents are diligent about keeping their children

to provide the education we are known for is due to our school

home if they feel ill or had a possible exposure to a positive case. At

culture. This is fortified by our fantastic staff, our students’ desire

first, we weren’t sure we’d make it to October 1st, but we did. Our

to learn and grow, adherence to our mission, and the commitment

next goal was Thanksgiving, then Christmas, and now we are just

of our families. Not even a pandemic can thwart that!

beyond February break and to date, we have had zero positive cases

Enrollment for 2021-2022 is already off to a promising

within the school. With the exception of two snow days, we have

start! At the writing of this article, we have a 99% return rate

remained open for continuous learning since September 8, 2020!

of our current families. This is outstanding and truly shows the

Despite all the changes, school looks and feels normal. Teachers

dedication and commitment of our families and the education

are teaching and students are learning. The sounds of school still fill

our teachers are providing, despite the challenges of this

the BJAMS hallways. Excited footsteps, energetic chatter and bubbly

year. Admissions inquiries come in on a daily basis and several

laughter echo down the hall. We can’t see the smiles under the masks

classrooms are already at or near capacity for next school year.

quite yet, but we see the smiles in their eyes. The day is not too far

We’ve been told many times that we are the best kept secret

away, we hope, when we can see a first grader’s missing top tooth or

in Lamoille County. BJAMS has always been looking for ways

a 7th grader’s new braces. For now, we’ll take the smiling eyes, as

to grow its enrollment. We just didn’t know we would need a

long as they’re in person.

pandemic to accomplish this!
By Jennifer Nordenson
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What's Your
Pandemic Positive?

BJAMS Faculty & Staff Respond

I have enjoyed being able to be in school every day this year.
Spending so much time together as a class has given me
many opportunities to get to know my students. I love all of
the opportunities for the students to get outside, from going
out and skiing in PE to taking mask breaks and eating lunch
outside as a class. In the fall, I wasn’t sure how the year was
going to look. Having students in rows was something that
I wasn’t excited about, but I knew it was necessary. This
actually made things a little easier. When we can go back
to groups I will, but students are learning how to be more
independent and really enjoy when they get to work together.
- Mrs. Rapoport, 5th grade teacher

It has been great being together as a class all day. At first,
I thought it would make for an extremely long school day,
but each day seems to fly by. We have been able to build a
wonderful classroom community and bond together much more
than other years. Our classroom has never been so clean with all
the wiping and cleaning we are doing! Students have adapted so
nicely to all the changes and I couldn't be prouder of them.
- Mrs. Semprebon, 4th grade teacher

Before the school year started, I was apprehensive about
teaching each grade level in their respective classroom. While
I do miss teaching in my own room, I've enjoyed getting
to know each class in their own space, as each classroom
reflects the daily life and personality of that group of
students. I also have the opportunity this year to eat lunch
with lower school classes every week which has given me
more time to chat with students about their personal lives!
- Madame Wicks, K-8 French teacher
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I never thought our halls would be full of children
learning & laughing 5 days a week like they normally
do! I am still amazed that 3 and 4 year olds will wear
masks and keep them on (most of the time)!
- Mrs. Marcoux, Business Assistant

Search
Head-Side-Mask
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I wasn't sure how the After School
Program was going to happen with

heart

all of the restrictions about physical
distancing or if anyone would even attend.
Well, it has exceeded my expectations!
We've hit record numbers in attendance
and the feedback from students and
parents is so positive that all you can
do is smile. Students are so happy and
they get to be with other friends not
in their grade and play with them!
- Mrs. Tomlinson,
After School Program Co-Director

Having to watch Mass in the
classroom has given me the
opportunity to really teach
my first graders about the
Mass with a majority who
have never been to Mass.
- Mrs. Silveira, 1st grade teacher

I’ve noticed my second graders are learning
how to read “eye language” better and
understand vocal questions via intonation.
- Ms. Greene, 2nd grade teacher

We spend more time outside than expected.
This pushed my thoughts around lesson
planning and how to incorporate outside
time into learning. But more importantly,
being outside just feels really good!
- Mrs. Brown, Kindergarten teacher

One of the biggest positives for the
kitchen was to have the opportunity
to offer free breakfast and lunch to all
students. Our day goes by very quickly
and our time and space are limited, but
we love delivering meals to the students.
Hopefully, this has lightened the load for
all families. The second positive is that
we are all healthy; no sick days used!
- Mrs. Gentle, Director of Food Services

Bishop Marshall School
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Pandemic Positives
Through the Year

A

s we completed our Reopening Plan prior to the
start of the school year, there were many Bishop
Marshall traditions that we knew couldn’t happen
this year. There would be no Homecoming, no annual
Grandparents’ Thanksgiving Lunch, no Christmas concert
at Spruce Peak, no competitive sports games, and no
visitors in the school. There were many questions: how
would we celebrate Mass? morning assembly? All Saints’
Day? These are all things that make up the fabric of who
we are as a school community. Yes, there would be things
that wouldn’t be the same, but we’d make sure that our
students and families received the very best BJAMS
experience possible this year.

Trunk or Treat
When many local communities said no
to trick-or-treating this past year, we said
“Open your trunks!” We continued to
host our annual Trunk or Treat event this
year under controlled circumstances.
That didn’t bother our BJAMS families –
they still came out and lined the parking
lot with physical distancing in place!

Grandparents’ Lunch
We certainly couldn’t invite our special loved ones into
the school in November to sit and eat a delicious meal
with us, but that didn’t stop our kitchen crew from
preparing the traditional feast for all of our students
and staff to enjoy! We missed our loved ones for sure,
but the food was still just as yummy as it is every year!

Soccer Training
We did not compete against other schools this fall but
we still held weekly soccer practices for all students in
grades 1-8 to continue to strengthen their soccer skills
or just to get out on the field with their friends to play!

BJAMS Run Wild
We had planned to host a 5K in October 2020
as a fall fundraiser event, but it had to be
a virtual event instead. Participants chose
their own course or used the map the school
provided. The school raised over $2500 to go
towards school initiatives and equipment.
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Daily Newsletter
Not being able to allow our families
into the building this year left
us wondering how we would be
able to provide them with the
level of communication they have
grown accustomed to. At the end
of each day, we publish a Daily
Newsletter which gives parents a
peek into their child’s school day.

Search

BJAMS Light
up the Night

Head-Side-Mask

COVID-19 restrictions couldn’t
keep our Christmas spirit
away! Families were invited to
participate in a safe, socially
distanced BJAMS first as we
decorated the school building
with thousands of Christmas
lights. Guests drove through a
live nativity scene, retrieved a
free sugar cookie decorating
kit, and kids delivered
their letters to Santa right
to the big guy himself!

plus
heart

Sleigh Rides
The Kingdom’s Horse Drawn Rides from
Brownington, Vermont gave all students and
staff horse-drawn wagon rides through the
BJAMS fields. It couldn’t have been more of an
idyllic scene; bouncing through the snowy fields,
the horses’ reins jingling, and fresh snowflakes
drifting down. This was surely the best way to
send off students and staff on Christmas break!

BJAMS Christmas Cantata
No Christmas concert? “Not happening,” said Mrs. Holly Boucher
who has gone above and beyond this year to be extra creative
with music instruction with all grade levels. There was no Spruce
Peak Performing Arts Center stage with beautiful lighting and
seats for all, but everyone did get to watch from the comfort of
their own homes with maybe even a bucket of popcorn. Students
in PK 3-grade 8 performed a short skit or musical percussion
piece that was compiled into a video for all families to enjoy.

Catholic Schools Week

Morning Assembly / Mass
Whole school gatherings are not allowed this year,
but we still hold our morning assemblies twice a
week and Mass on Wednesdays via Zoom. Classes
attend virtually by watching in their classrooms and
still get to enjoy Mrs. Wilson’s running stories!

The first week of February is always
dedicated to the celebration of
Catholic Schools Week with many
different types of schoolwide
activities. How can that be done
when grades aren’t supposed to be
grouped together and numbers of
persons gathered must be limited?
Leave it to creative teachers to
plan an amazing Catholic Schools
Week, still filled with school spirit
and camaraderie – perhaps, dare
I say, one of our best ever!

Bishop Marshall School
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BJAMS After School Program

Fresh Space, Fresh Faces!
The After School Program has always been an essential part of the big picture here at BJAMS. In addition to continuing care beyond
regular school hours, our After School Program (ASP) is a wonderful opportunity for children to play, learn, and build community and
culture. This year, our new ASP Co-Directors Michelle Tomlinson and Mark Stein, along with a talented and energetic staff, have built
on this outstanding legacy to expand the program even further. With a fresh new space in our new Howard A. Manosh Early Childhood
and After School Program wing, our new ASP staff provides an appealing mix of structured activities and open-choice play time, as
well as space, materials and support for students who want to pursue academic work during program hours.

Mr. Stein works with a group
of students and shares his
love for flying objects.
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Porter, Kelley,
and Tyler get a
little silly with
their construction
materials!

Brienna samples from the
“art buffet” that is set up
each day in the program.

Students have fun building
with planks and cubes.

ASP met virtually with
local bakery, “Deb’s Place”
and held a cookie and
cupcake decorating party.

Bishop Marshall School
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MEET THE STAFF OF OUR
AFTER SCHOOL PROGRAM
The BJAMS After School Program (ASP) is under new directorship!

Michelle Tomlinson, the school’s Development Coordinator, PTO President,
and volunteer extraordinaire decided to add another hat to her head last summer and
signed on as our new After School Program Co-Director. Mrs. Tomlinson is mom to
Avery, grade 6, Riley, grade 3, and Emme, who will become a BJAMS Eagle next year!
Michelle and her husband, Brian, live in Morrisville and both love to cook. In addition
to Michelle’s busy BJAMS schedule, she also owns and operates two cake businesses:
The Cakery Vermont specializing in wedding and celebration cakes, and Baby Bundts of
Vermont specializing in gluten free/dairy free baking.

Mark Stein, who you just read about in this issue’s New Faces at BJAMS, is not
only serving as the school’s new math and ELA interventionist, but also has taken on the
role of After School Program Co-Director with Mrs. Tomlinson. Mr. Stein’s dynamic and
endless energy is the perfect match for ASP! Mr. Stein has brought with him to ASP his
love for flying objects, science, improve, and toy-making as well as having tons of fun!
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Katelyn Shaw grew up in Eden Mills, and now lives in Stowe. She is a Theatre &
Drama major at Northern Vermont University, and works at a café on the weekends. She
enjoys drawing, dancing, acting, and spending time with her family. Fun facts about Katelyn:
She is a BJAMS graduate and she played lacrosse in high school. Katelyn says, “I love the
BJAMS After School Program because I get to make kids laugh and watch them learn!”

Leah Merriam grew up in Elmore. She is currently studying Sustainable Agriculture
at University of Massachusetts Amherst through an online program. Some of her hobbies
include horseback riding, kayaking, hiking, gardening, and drawing. Leah says, “I love
working at ASP because I love getting to spend my time with the kids. They are amazing and
never fail to put a smile on my face!”

Emma Frost grew up in a small town in central Massachusetts called Hardwick. She
now attends Sterling College. She is graduating this upcoming fall with a degree in Agriculture
Education. She loves gardening, cooking, swimming, and just being outside.

Bishop Marshall School
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ASP SCHOOL GARDEN

We began in August by building two raised beds just off the
parking lot adjacent to the new Manosh Early Childhood and After
School Program wing. After communicating with alumni parent and
master gardener, Michelle MacDonald, we decided to fill the beds
with a 50/50 mixture of compost and dirt. The compost was donated
from a local nursery and the dirt was taken right from our school
property from the remains of leveling our new early childhood
playground space.
During the first week, students learned about dirt and soil
composition from Michelle who, despite the pandemic, was able to
be a guest speaker during After School Program hours outside and
physically distanced. She taught students about different techniques

I

n the spring of 2020, as the weather began to
warm and we were still all quarantined in our
homes, the idea to start a school community
garden sparked in my brain. I was the newly
appointed co-director for the school’s After School
Program and thought this could be a brilliant
activity to engage after school participants. We
obtained a gracious grant from the New England
Grassroots Environment Fund and we were able to
team up with the Lamoille County 4-H /University
of Vermont Extension Program to start paving the
way for creating a school garden for many years
to come. We broke the program down into seven
weeks full of the ins and outs of gardening while
incorporating interesting educational opportunities
and ending with harvesting and tasting the “fruits”
of our labors.
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used when making garden beds. Students mixed their own cups
of dirt and brought them home with the opportunity to grow bean
sprouts.
The second week, Elly Ventura, Lamoille Regional Solid Waste
Management Outreach Manager, visited us with an ECO AmeriCorps
member and spoke about solid waste management. She focused
on organic matter in dirt and the solid waste law in our state. She
specifically talked about how our school manages their waste and
its impact on what we grow in our garden. The students then had
fun with a hands-on experiment discovering what happens when
you don’t separate your compost and garbage. Each student was
given a coloring picture book about understanding what goes into
a compost pile and some of the microorganisms that you might find.
Finally, during weeks three and four, we planted! High Mowing
Organic Seeds from Wolcott donated a plethora of planting and
cover crop seeds. Michelle MacDonald helped us choose the best
options to grow, as it was late in the season. In our first bed, we
shoveled, scooped, and made troughs for our seeds of microgreens,
baby spinach, kale, and beet greens. We planted red clover in the
second bed the following week, as students learned about cover

crops and pollinators from master gardener, Denise Greene. We

Our project culminated with a small harvest. We were able

learned how hearty red clover is and that it would last through the

to see sprouts and even had some little microgreens that the pre-

winter, becoming a pollinator in the spring for our five beehives,

kindergarten students enjoyed immensely. Unfortunately, it wasn’t

located in the far corner of our school property. With fingers crossed,

quite enough to make a full salad for all to enjoy, nor did it come

we watered our seeds and waited for some sprouting.

close to our goal of making salad and bread to donate to the local

As the first frost was looming in Lamoille County, Anthony

homeless shelter! However, to give students an opportunity to see

Willey, UVM Extension Outreach Professional, talked with us over

and taste full-grown crops, we taste tested microgreens and baby

Zoom about how our plants might survive the first frost using hoop

spinach purchased from the local grocery store. Wow, did they ever

huts. Students began constructing prototype hoop huts for our garden

eat that up!  

using supplies such as popsicle sticks, plastic wrap, coffee filters,

We plan to continue our gardening in the spring and hope to

toothpicks, cardboard boxes, and paper plates. The construction

expand the experience for our After School Program participants.

was a flurry of excitement and not one prototype was like another!

We plan to plant more seeds, obtain a “real” hoop hut for the fall

It was amazing to see the ideas and thought processes behind each

and winter, and bring in an expert beekeeper to talk more about our

hoop hut. Afterwards, we presented each one and tested it against

cover crops and how they’ll affect the bees' production of honey.

the elements of wind (a hair dryer), snow (rice), and water.

Maybe someday our gardens will even produce enough to feed our

As we continued to watch our garden grow, we looked ahead
and thought about seeds and planting for the spring. The students

entire student body!
By Michelle Hines-Tomlinson

looked at and tasted many different varieties of seeds: zucchini,
bean, celery, squash, radish, beet, and more. They became intrigued
with seeing the differences in size, color, and texture of the different
seeds. It hadn’t occurred to most of them that the seeds would taste
the same as the full-grown vegetables. In the end, the group decided
to try growing squash, zucchini, and beans in the spring.
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We are all ready for some JOY in our lives!

Let’s CELEBRATE all that is good and why we LOVE our state! This year, our fundraiser will focus on all the great things that make
Vermont special and why we praise God for all the wonders that life has to offer.
Please mark your calendars and join us for some good ol' bidding! We'll be offering great getaways at some of Vermont's premier
resorts, amazing food and drinks through the Vermont Specialty Food Association, unique trinkets from sought after artisans and
country stores. Plus, some amazing experiences to the many museums and adventures that Vermont offers us!
The virtual silent auction will run from May 7 – 15, 2021. All proceeds go directly to Bishop John A. Marshall School to help support
our literacy and math programs; purchase new art, music, and P.E. equipment; new technology; and help fund tuition assistance.

Mark your calendars and go to the BASH page at www.bjams.org to start your bidding!

We thank each and every
one of our BASH 2021
supporters for their help in
making BASH 2021 Happen!

In Memory...
Good-bye and thank you from the bottoms of our hearts

Winston “Win” Dezaine, while never having set foot inside the building of Bishop Marshall School,
loved the school very much. He was a proud supporter of Catholic education and would often
rave about the great education BJAMS offered to the families of Lamoille County and beyond.
He would often remark, “You're doing great things over there at that school!” He was so proud of
the education the students of Bishop Marshall School were receiving and donated to the school
every year. Winston wanted to be sure that children who were less fortunate could be provided
the same opportunities and wonderful education that Bishop Marshall School offered.
Winston passed away this summer at the age of 96, leaving Bishop Marshall School an incredible
donation as one of the beneficiaries of his estate.
Winston was born in Johnson, VT and lived most of his life in Lamoille County. Winston
graduated 8th grade and immediately joined the workforce to help support his family. He joined
the United States Army at the age of 19 and fought in World War II. Winston talked often about
his experience at such a young age being on the ground at Omaha Beach during the D-Day
invasion of Normandy, France.
After the war, Winston returned home to his wife Dorothy in Craftsbury, Vermont and began
work for Eastern Magnesia Talc Company. Through much hard work and perseverance, Winston
worked his way up through different jobs at the talc mines eventually running the operations of
the mines in Chester, Ludlow, and Johnson. Winston had a knack for discovering talc deposits
and discovered an especially pure talc deposit in Reading which became one of the leading
producers of the finest talc in the country.
Eastern Magnesia Talc Company became one of the largest producers of raw talc in the world
and was eventually bought out by Johnson and Johnson in 1965. Winston stayed on after the
sale of the company, traveling all over the United States, prospecting for new talc mines and
opening new operations.
Winston retired in 1988 from Johnson and Johnson when they sold its Vermont mines. He left
Bishop Marshall School 8,000 shares of his Johnson and Johnson stocks, totalling approximately
$1.2 million. “We are incredibly grateful for this exceedingly generous donation and we want to
thank the family members of Mr. Dezaine. With this donation, we hope to be able to fulfill Mr.
Dezaine’s wish of providing an excellent education to all,” says Carrie Wilson, Head of School.
To honor the legacy of Winston, the school will create a scholarship that will be awarded to
an incoming 8th grader in honor of Winston’s completion of the 8th grade in his schooling,
beginning in the fall of 2021. The scholarship will be named, “The Winston Dezaine Distinguished
Student Scholarship.” The annual recipient will model the life that Winston led, which aligns with
Bishop Marshall School’s mission and core values - compassion, perseverance, self-discipline,
and generosity.
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Recommend BJAMS to someone you know!
Enrolling now for 2021-22 age 3 through 8th grade. Learn more at www.bjams.org

High Academic Standards · Dedicated Faculty · Families of All Faiths
Tuition-Assistance Grants · Art · Music · PE · Soccer · Basketball
Cross-Country Ski Program · Alpine Ski and Ride Program· Full Day Kindergarten
Full Day or Half Day Pre-Kindergarten for 3 and 4 year olds

Bishop John A. Marshall School educates children of all
faiths to achieve academic excellence, challenging them
to fully develop their God-given talents with commitment
to truth, compassion, self-discipline, and love for all, in
accordance with the teachings of the Catholic Church.

www.BJAMS.org

@BJAMSvt

